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Welcome to the I TIME TRAVEL series of Books by SOLLOG

Our site is I TIME TRAVEL dot org

The authors site is SOLLOG dot com

That's S O L L O G

I Time Travel

Book One

RED PILL
Is our Reality a Matrix

Written By Sollog

WARNING

This is your last chance. 
After this, there is no turning back. 
You take the blue pill 
The story ends, 
You wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. 

You take the red pill
You stay in Wonderland and, 
I show you how deep the rabbit-hole goes.

Morpheus
1999 Matrix

Synopsis 

Do we live inside a computer matrix? 

In the mid 1970’s Dr. Adoni theorized that our Universe was a 6 or 10 
Dimensional COMPUTER running an operating system using either a cube or 
decagon byte of information.

His theory became the basis of films such as The Matrix. 



Our limited 3rd Dimensional Reality could exist comfortably inside an AI 
computer with the capacity to create 6 or 10 Dimensional simulations. Many 
physicists have come to the conclusion in recent years that our reality is nothing 
but a computer simulation. 

40 years after Dr. Adoni first theorized dimensional bytes of data for computers 
to give them dimensional thought process, Dr. Adoni is now the Chairman of 
Helix Q dot org a cutting edge A I (Artificial Intelligence) think tank that has the 
operating system that could run our Universe or something very similar to it as 
soon as mankind can develop computer processors that can handle his 
dimensional math and computer theories. 

In this amazing book Dr. Adoni reflects back on his breakthrough theories in 
math and computer science that have won him numerous honorary Doctorates 
over the decades. 

Foreword

By SOLLOG

If you don’t want to have all your beliefs destroyed: 

DO NOT READ THIS BOOK. 

If you are a true seeker of TRUTH, then in all means do continue. 

I wrote this book for the part of humanity that refused the BLUE PILL of 
ignorance and know THE TRUTH they are seeking from taking the RED PILL is 
what this game we call life is really all about. 

Nothing is what it seems my friend. 

A short time ago the world was flat and our planet was a chess board square 
that was affixed to a turtles back. 

Or, we were the center of the Universe and everything revolved around our 
pretty common water planet named earth.  

Or there was neither rhyme nor reason to life so just do what the hell you 
wanted as many believe. 



The ancient Greek philosophers known as the Pythagoreans believed all things 
were number and in a computer matrix reality or Hologram Universe they are 
100% correct. 

Our DNA resembles the very computer code I theorized almost 40 years ago in 
a think tank. Today I run my own think tank and we are creating the operating 
system that will soon run real AI (Artificial Intelligence) Computers capable of 
thinking in 6 and even 10 dimensions of thought or logic. You mind only thinks in
3 Dimensions, it’s why you cannot create a Universe such ours in third 
dimensional space since you must think in higher dimensions of thought to 
create such a lowly level as our reality.
In this book are several of my works that I have combined to allow many 
humans to take MY RED PILL of knowledge and see for themselves how the 
Universe really works. 

I have included works that discuss meditation techniques I use to disconnect 
from this 3rd Dimensional Illusion and travel into what I call the Astral Plane of 
TRUTH and in that dimension I have the ability to see not only the future, but the
past and to also learn of new ideas in math and physics that I have been 
bringing back to this reality for decades now. 

The skeptics will mock these words, yet the seekers can easily research my 
famous PROPHECIES written under my religious name of SOLLOG and see 
exact details were placed by me in time-stamped areas of the Internet known as
Usenet for over 20 years now and they prove what I say is TRUTH. 

I KNOW THE FUTURE and that FACT destroys the whole modern scientific 
concept of our reality, one cannot know the future unless one is the creator of it. 
Well the future is a program and our reality is a matrix and once you start to 
learn how to look for cracks in our reality you see WE LIVE INSIDE a 
predictable computer simulation.
When you realize that historic large quakes are predictable like a computer 
algorithm and that even mass shootings and huge acts of terrorism are 
predictable, how can it be these future acts that often take many lives are now 
KNOWN to a few think tanks such as my think tank? 

This book is not intended for those of Academia, if you are in Academia READ 
MY PAPERS on the topics I have released over the decades. This book for the 
layman, a human being that looks at the world and thinks, WHAT IS WRONG 
with this crazy world, it is obviously OUT OF CONTROL. 



Well the chaos you view my friend is not random craziness at all, it is a wicked 
little program that moves according to predictable patterns and once you see the
patterns you understand WE ARE INSIDE A MATRIX. 

IQ is defined by one’s ability to take a large stream of data and find the patterns 
in the data. My IQ is off the charts; well over the so-called limit of 200 that 
science has placed upon the human intellect over the years. The reason I say 
this is that I do things other humans cannot, so I represent a new form of human
being that is directly connected to the knowledge of our Universe the Astral 
Plane. 

Humans like me have existed in the past and they are others here now like 
myself but most never fully developed their astral abilities as I have. So my 
knowledge is not from what I read in this reality over my many years on this 
planet, my true knowledge comes from another dimension that is above this 
reality and it is superior to anything a human can theorize in this plane of 
existence. 

I am as Rob Zombie sang, MORE HUMAN THAN HUMAN. 

Now don’t get me wrong, I am 100% human, I came to be from my father and 
mother bless their souls, when they had the joyous act of love making that most 
humans emanated from. Some humans came to exist from evil acts such as 
rape and forced sex, but most of our came to be from two life forms that loved 
each other in the human way most of us experience in our brief time on this 
planet. 

I was a little different than most of my family, my older brother was terrible in 
sports yet he was the smartest kid in New York City in the mid to later 1960’s. 
He was a pure genius. 

Me, I could read anything and memorize it to ace any test but I had no interests 
in academic things, my interests as a kid was playing any sport with a ball in it, 
and my excellence in sports was unusual in my family since my siblings while 
smart were not athletically gifted. 

Until I reached about 7th grade my grades were given to reflect my disruptive 
nature in class, as soon as a teacher couldn’t penalize me for trying to show 
them how stupid they were IN MY YOUTHFUL PLAYFUL OPINION, I got 
nothing but 100 grades or higher since if a teacher gave me a bonus question I 
would always get that right as well. 



So around 12 years of age I was recognized as being a true genius by my 
schools. However, teachers that were not that good at teaching hated me, the 
reason is I made it a point to expose to my fellow students just how little these 
teachers really knew about the topics they were teaching. 

In other words I was a bored smart ass that would never fit in a structured 
environment such as school or any company; it’s why I formed my first 
technology company in 1976 at the tender age of 16.  I could make a computer 
do anything I wanted up to the limits of technology at that point in time. 

So from the age of 16 or so I started to do academic papers about things I knew 
from my astral dreams that I have had since a very young boy around the age of
5 is the first astral vision I can recall. 

Now my theories are considered cutting edge math, physics, astrophysics and 
geophysics theories and I have a wall full of honorary doctorates that validate to 
some my theories are valid and will change the course of humanity one day. 

So sit back and relax my friend as I take you on a Journey, a Journey where my 
knowledge is the RED PILL you were seeking so you too can then travel in 
REALITY in the Astral Plane and see how huge the Universe really is filled with 
many dimensions of thought and many intelligent life forms that are waiting to 
meet you and say hello, 

Dr. Sol Adoni
Winter 2015 South Florida
SolAdoni dot com
I Time Travel dot org
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